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“A dog is a heartbeat at your feet”

President’s Corner

Sept 2018

by Sue Spaid

When my phone rings at 10 o'clock at night it's usually not a good
thing. A couple weeks ago our treasurer Bill Canney called me and
shared with me that we had a 7 week old puppy who was only 3 and
a 1/2 pounds and had something wrong with her esophagus. The
owners of the dog knew it was going to be an expensive fix and they
just did not have the money to help little Izzy...who was renamed
Faith. The owners and their vet did the right thing and contacted rescue. Bill and I both agreed a 7
week old puppy deserved a second chance- money aside.
Faith's owners took her to the University of Michigan Vet school. The vets there said they had
seen this problem before and told us 90% of the surgeries for this problem are successful. Bill
spent a lot of time in conversation the next day with the veterinarians so we could understand
what we were facing. We decided a 90% success rate were good odds.
Faith had her surgery, but it was not successful. She developed several complications and the
veterinarians could not find the answers to help little Faith. After a week of valiant efforts, the
lead veterinarian called Bill with a heavy heart and told him Faith would not recover. We made
the hard decision to send her to the Rainbow Bridge. The techs and veterinarians at the University
of Michigan were with her and loving her as she crossed. They all cared deeply for her and were
devastated.
The NBRAN family always comes together to help the dogs that need us. We had people
stepping up to foster and adopt little Faith and hundreds of people following her story on social
media. When these bad things happen, it is so difficult to
process. What went wrong with the surgery? Why was little
Inside This Issue
Faith born with that serious problem? All the hard questions.
The one thing I know is that NBRAN will never say no to a
dog that has the possibility of living a full and wonderful life. 1
President’s Corner
Even though it’s never a 100%
guarantee, we have to take the
2-11
Reader’s Stories
chance- we have to try.
That is a core value of our board
and coordinators. God speed little
Faith… you fought the good fight.
You were a very good little girl.
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You’re Never Too Young to Give
Meet Euphemia Ersan….an 8-year-old Brittany lover and philanthropist. This
remarkable grade 3 student from London, Ontario spent 2 days (working 6 hours
a day) selling two kinds of lemonade and four types of cookies to raise money for
NBRAN!
When asked what inspired her to do this, I was told that she saw another lemonade
stand one day in her neighborhood and thought she’d like to do something like that,
but for charity…not for herself.
Euphemia’s grandmother Susan is an NBRAN foster and adopter and Euphemia
loved, and was loved by, all the Brittanys that passed through her grandmother’s
home…so she decided to help NBRAN because NBRAN helps homeless dogs.
She sold the lemonade and cookies for 25 cents each and many kind people gave
her extra money because she was working so hard for charity. The rain cut her last
day of sales short, but she managed to collect $50.75 all of which she donated to
NBRAN in person at Pawlooza 2018…the largest dog festival in Canada…which,
appropriately, is held every year on International Homeless Animal Day.
Thank you Euphemia. Your hard work and kindness is very much appreciated and
will help our dogs a lot!
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Sweet Miss Daisy
Sweet Daisy has had a pretty rough life. She was surrendered at 1 year old when she was hit by a car and
had to have her leg amputated. She thought she had found her happily ever after when adopted, but was
found in a shelter this year because her adopted family didn’t want her. Meanwhile...she didn’t let it affect
her attitude and was loving and gracious in her foster homes! But you know what the best part of this story
is.....she found her forever home with a great couple (and one is even a retired veterinarian)!! Tim and Patty previously adopted a special needs Brittany from NBRAN and invested years in gaining her trust and
affection. She crossed the Bridge awhile back, and while they have other canines in their house, they felt
a house isn’t a home without a Brittany. They checked out the NBRAN website, saw Daisy, and it was
love at first sight. And it didn’t matter that she had a handicap, they were more than willing to give her a
loving home.
Update from Daisy’s dad:
I thought I'd send an update on Daisy. We met the transfer team in Clarksville, Ky. and picked up Daisy.
Things have gone well at home. Dug and Maizy have just accepted her and she has moved right into the
pack. We were keeping her on a leash when she went out for the first week, but yesterday I let her off the
leash. She ran big circles in the yard with Dug, the 7 pound poodle, trying to keep up, Losing a leg has not
slowed her down. It's just amazing how she has adapted. She seems happy and we have learned her signals
that she needs to go out. We haven't had any accidents since the first night. She has also learned the word
"treat" very well. I think I have the fence Daisy proofed although I suspect she will show me a new
weakness in it. We just really enjoy having her. I don't think either Patty or I realized how much we
missed having a Brittany. The only trouble we have had is that we keep wanting to call her Serafina
Note: this was the special needs Brittany mentioned above. She just reminds us so much of Sera. Anyway,
Daisy and all of us in her new family are doing great.
Sincerely,
Tim and Patty
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Enzo’s Pearly Whites
I am a very proud mommy.
I have been wanting to bring Enzo in for his teeth cleaning and dreading it because I am not a fan of
putting him under.
So, I was ecstatic when our Naturopath vet told me about the Pearly Teeth for Pets.
Yesterday was the day and I was apprehensive how it will work for Mr. energetic and Mr. nervous/
alert with the slightest movement and sounds.
Once we were in the relaxed room I observed Renata playing with Enzo, giving kisses to each other, I
got very good vibes.
Once she coaxed him to lie on his back between her legs, he was still quite tense, his legs were straight
out, not relaxed.
However, as soon as she started cleaning, his paws go limp and relaxed. LOL! Would you believe Enzo laid still like that for an hour. Wide awake, while she scrape, making sounds same way our dental
hygienists do.
Enzo did fidget a couple of times, just to get comfortable. I was beyond proud of him.
I was very impressed with Renata watching her work.
I have a hard time trimming his nails and here he is completely okay having his mouth opened and his
teeth cleaned.
You will be impressed with Enzo too and now, he has beautiful pearly white teeth.
Love,
Pauline & The Cuddles
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Olivia’s Puppies...Update!
If you received our fund raising letter last fall (and we hope you did), it featured Olivia
and her puppies. Here is an update sent in by the family of one of the puppies, Daphne,
and shared by Colorado coordinator Lora Smith.
It's been almost 4 months and I truly cannot believe how lucky we are to have this sweet
little girl in our lives. From the beginning, the whole process has been incredibly easy and
welcoming. Everyone at NBRAN was very friendly and helpful throughout the entire
adoption process. It took a couple of weeks, but once Daphne got use to the lay of the
land she really opened up and showed off her wonderful personality. She's a perpetually
willing running and walking partner, always ready to go play ball in the backyard and even
happy just sitting on the couch with her feline siblings. There really is nothing as
heartwarming as coming home from work to her bouncy and wagging butt. We enrolled her
in two obedience classes and she far exceeded expectations, winning a blue ribbon not
once, but twice! Her next step is an advanced obedience class that I'm sure she will knock
out of the park.
These pictures can't do justice to what a beautiful dog she is, both inside and out, but
they're the next best thing to spending time with her.
Aaron Losoff
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Billy Boy
My name is Denise Terry, and my husband Bryan and I
adopted Billy from NBRAN in February 2015. There was a
story about him in your Sept 2015 newsletter, which I
believe was written by his foster mom. I thought I would
update you on his progress in the past 3 years. And I'm
including some pictures of him.
When we adopted him, Billy was very afraid of almost
everything. The day we met him, we couldn't touch him
without him getting scared and retreating. We tried to
introduce him to our dog, Josie, but the introductions
were a bit stressful for all.
Despite that we saw something special in that little guy
and knew that we had the time and energy to commit to
helping him become the very best dog he could be.
Our first day home with Billy, he and Josie did not get along. At all. We kept them both
on leash, gave them opportunities to sniff each other out, but were quick to separate
them when it got to be too much for either of them. To say we were concerned is an
understatement, but we had to make this work for Billy. The next morning, we got up,
put the dogs on their leashes again, they went nose to nose for a few seconds,
then...they both walked away. No growling, barking, tears, or stress (well, maybe a
little less stress). From that day on, Josie was the best big sister to Billy, and Billy loved
his Josie. He also annoyed her, slept on her (yes, on her), and hoarded toys from her,
but what dog doesn't?
We knew that we needed to try and help Billy work through his fears, especially his
fear of people and dogs. We camp, and in doing so are around a lot of people and
dogs, and we wanted to make sure that camping became a positive experiences for
Billy. After searching for months, we finally found a trainer to work with who understood Billy's fears and knew just how to teach us to manage them. Yes, that's right.
The hardest part of helping Billy was that Bryan and I had to be trained as much as, if
not more than, Billy did. Our work with Reid (our trainer) focused primarily on
controlling Billy's energy and calming his mind. Short sessions of work (walking on a
leash, sitting or laying down near us as we watched TV or read, staying on place, etc.)
interspersed with longer periods of down time spent in his crate where he could feel
safe. He ate when we told him to, he went outside, slept, played, worked, and
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relaxed, all when we dictated it. Another part of the training included bi-weekly group
training, where we would meet up with the trainer and other dogs who were in the
program, and simply walk as a pack so the dogs could get used to being around other
dogs in a more natural setting.
Billy has been working with his trainer for just over 2 years, and in that time, we have
seen such a change in him. While he is still afraid of other dogs and tentative around
people, he is much quicker to relax when faced with tough situations. He will
approach friends and family (on his terms, but that's better than not at all). He still
reacts to seeing other dogs, but it is more about him letting us know the dog is there,
not panicking because he's afraid.
We lost Josie just over a year ago, and worried that Billy would regress without his big
sister/partner in crime. He did mourn for a time, wouldn't lay on her bed, and he still
looks for her when he hears her name. But he is as happy as ever and doesn't seem to
mind being an only dog.
Best of all, the little dog who wouldn't let us touch him when we first met has turned
into a pup who loves to cuddle!
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Sweet Mellow Ringley
Hi—This is Ringley, our sweet Brittany mix that we adopted from NBRAN back in 2005. We had
just lost another Brittany that we’d adopted from NBRAN in 2002. Ringley has always been a
mellow, sweet Brittany. He was about 7 months old when we got him so just celebrated his
13th birthday in April. He loves giving kisses, getting treats from the doggie treat jar, laying
outside on the grass, snoring loudly in his sleep and going for car rides with his Dad. He dislikes
the groomers, our little Lorikeet and being hugged too tightly. He lives a great life at our homes
both in Massachusetts and Maine. Hiking on trails is a favorite activity. He just lost his Brittany
sister Tallie, 16 years old, so has been very sad. We’re hoping extra TLC will heal his heart.
Marnie Gibeley
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Photo Gallery

These pictures are of our "failed foster," Scout. She was surrendered by her owner at age 7 because she
has such intense hunting instincts that she was very unhappy living in a city home. We soon learned that
this was no exaggeration, but happily with us she gets to hunt, run, play and explore with our pack every
day. She's 12 now, and still going strong. She especially loves to ride on the front of
our boat, and is always the first dog off!
Linda & Lars

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Richard Johnson’s Brody and Bailey
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Photo Gallery
Cooper (formerly known as OK/Cobra) and I are doing well. He is such a sweet boy. It’s hard
to get him to pose, but he’s all about being on the bed.
Mary & Coop
New Hartford, NY
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge

In memory of Eddie Bowwer
Eddie came to us as a foster. He was already 8 yrs old. rescued from a hunter/
breeder kennel. He had several behavior problems stemming from being in an out
door run and used for breeding. Sweet old spirit became a sanctuary foster and
remained with us for 8 yrs. He was gentle and just wanted to be touch, petted,
hugged and a lap, although he weighed about 50 lbs. He had behavior problems,
mainly kennel insanity. That means he spent a lot of his time pacing the fence in
his original breeder kennel. He continued this habit, running up and down the
fence line through out his time with us. But, he began to do this pacing only when
my husband was outside the fence working or on the side-by-side. Eddie often
joined our barky bunch on fun runs into our surrounding forest. Then joined our
other 16 Britts in the pasture for a 1-2 hr free-to-be-me runs. He became a
happy guy and gave us many times of laughter, watching him just enjoy being a
real dog. At age 7 Eddie developed stage 4 heart disease, so he was on meds to
make him comfortable and went to the Rainbow Bridge in May of 2018. I miss his
funny face and his deep barky voice. Run free old man and we will see you at the
bridge.
Pam Burson
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Josie
I remember the day she came home, it was
September 2, 2002. Josie was 10 weeks old and
I cried for her as we took her away from her
mama and the only world she knew. But oh,
what an adventure awaited us...life with a
Brittany! Josie was playful,
energetic, curious, mischievous and
amazing! She was love with a tail. We were
blessed by Josie's unconditional love and
companionship given to us, her family. And in
the end, when her needs turned to hospice
care, she never lost her gentle spirit. Rest In
Peace Josie, you will always be my Sweet Girl.

Remembering Sweet Hank
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridg

Remembering Rusty

Bob, Dorothy, Dave, & Mary's Wesley
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
On April 30, 2018, our first
rescued Brittany through NBRAN,
our most special, timid, loving, and
well behaved Riley, crossed the
Rainbow ridge. He came to us at the age of 4 without a
voice. Our older Brittany, Rosie, modeled to Riley how
he should bark at visitors and those walking past our
fence. His bark sounded like a teenage boy as it cracked
and squeaked its way into existence..
Other than at those times, he would not bark. He
trained us to learn his "sign language". The biggest smile would appear on his face
as we realized that standing at the top of the 2nd floor stairs or standing in front
of the back door meant that he needed to go out. Licking the empty water dish
across the kitchen floor meant he needed a refill. Riley learned to trust us, and he
gave us his deepest love and affection. Such a sweetheart, we know that Riley was
welcomed into a far better life with us than his neglect and abuse from his prior
home. His every smile warmed our hearts. Such a trooper he was as he went
through the final stages of kidney failure defying all predictions of the vets. Our
hearts are broken without him. The seven years with us seemed too short, but we
know that Rosie was on the other side of the Rainbow Bridge to welcome him. If
dogs can be saints, then heaven just gained another canine angel. Thank you,
NBRAN, for the beautiful privilege to love and be loved by this beautiful boy!
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Then, seven weeks to the day and even
within the same hour of the passing of
our beloved Riley (age 11), our
photogenic Ivy (about 8) crossed the Rainbow Bridge as
well. After being so saddened by the passing of her brother,
Ivy was happily trotting off to the kitchen for her supper
when she collapsed and was gone immediately without any
suffering.

An enthusiastic greeter, Ivy loved to sit on a

piano bench at the living room window to "read the
neighborhood newspaper." She was a faithful companion to us and to Riley. Ivy's
only vices were counter-surfing (especially for butter) and escaping out any door or
gate just to pick up speed and for brief exploration before her quick capture. The
vigilance of her family drastically limited her opportunities. Never was there a bone
or doggie treat that she didn't like nor was there a visitor who wasn't welcomed to
rub her belly. Ivy was also a willing subject of our photography who would smile as
we took many photos of her. We are brokenhearted at her passing. She now is in
the company of many other Brittanys who served their families just as faithfully
and lovingly. As we grieve the loss of Riley and Ivy, we also look forward to
pouring our deep love onto yet another pair of NBRAN Brittanys.
God bless,
Ellen Kramer
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
August 6, 2018 will be one of the saddest days that I can remember. I had to
say goodbye to Addy after only four years and two months of being her
caretaker. The decision was made after my brother and sister watching her
struggle with her daily functions. They told me I wasn’t being fair to her and
the next morning I made one of the toughest decisions I have ever had to
make. Though, I say this with a heavy heart she is no longer suffering.
Enough of the sad stuff, I wanted to write this letter to thank everyone involved in the transport of
Addy from Ohio to Minnesota. It only took Addy a very short time to adjusted to her new home.
I’ve owned a number of dogs in my lifetime and I believe Addy was the most special of all. I’m
not sure what the first four or five years of her life were like but I know she had the last four years
being loved. Even though she was a very quiet dog the house seems lonely without her. She
loved to sit outside and just observe nature around her. In fact, one time when I was up at my
father’s apartment she was sitting on the patio (very still) and the ladies from the restaurant
thought my Dad had purchased a statue.
She had a number of endearing qualities about her. First, during the four years she was with me,
I only heard her bark four times. Secondly, she was well behaved and when she wanted to come
into the house from the yard she would come to the door and just sit until the door was opened.
She didn’t scratch the door like my previous dogs had, she would just sit there until I opened the
door. Third, she loved to travel and seemed to enjoy our trips together. Forth, she would let me
know when it was time to go out to use the bathroom by walking up to me than walking to the
door, walking up to me again and walking back to the door. Fifth, she would follow me around the
house and either lay down next to me or position herself in the hall or entryway where she could
keep an eye on me. These are just a few examples of the special little girl.
Again, I want to thank everyone involved in allowing me to be Addy’s forever home provider. I
thank God every day I had the opportunity for her to be my friend and companion. She was the
greatest and will be missed dearly.
Dave LeSage
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Volunteer (s) of the Quarter
Gail & Barry Breckle, from Harrah, OK, have helped NBRAN in many ways over the
years. They certainly deserve the Volunteers of the Quarter award . They have
fostered many NBRAN Brittanys & have been especially good with Brittanys who have medical
problems. Gail is a registered nurse & can take care of the dogs with medical knowledge that the rest
of us do not have. In addition to being knowledgeable about medical issues, Gail & Barry are also very
dedicated to making sure that the dogs receive the best of care and have the best quality of life that is
possible. Gail & Barry's previous foster was a senior dog named Winston, who was pulled from an OK
shelter in horrible shape (HW+ & with muscle-degeneration in his face). They got him as healthy as
was humanly possible & then fostered this boy for 17 months & gave him a wonderful life. They even
paid for much of Winston's medications & vet bills without even asking for reimbursement.
Gail & Barry also help with pulling Brittanys from local shelters, doing home visits for potential
adopters & transporting dogs any time they are needed. They have driven at all hours & days, & they
have driven great distances. They will simply drop everything & do whatever is needed to help a
Brittany. They are also very easy to work with & communicate well with fosters & potential adopters.
In a nutshell, Gail & Barry are wonderful volunteers who will foster & do anything necessary to take
care of our dogs. They deserve this recognition.

——————————————————————————Coordinator of the Quarter
Melinde Waddle, of Carrollton, TX, is our Coordinator of the Quarter. She has done a
tremendous amount of work for NBRAN & has been a huge asset to the organization.
She is the co-coordinator, along with Nancy Walker of TX, OK, AR & KS. She handles
the incoming applications & works with the fosters. She has an excellent ability of
matching the potential adopters up with the right Brittany. She is very easy to work with
& is available pretty much all of the time to take care of whatever is needed. There are a
great number of Brittanys needing help in this region, and we could never manage this
many dogs, fosters, & adopters in these states without her knowledge, hard work &
dedication.. She is always very professional in her dealings with volunteers, fosters, &
adopters. She has also done some very successful fundraising for
NBRAN. All in all, she is a great asset to NBRAN & to the TX/OK/
AR/KS area in particular.
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ShopTheDogStore.com and check out some exclusive NBRAN merchandise
and a portion of each and every sale goes back to NBRAN!
Go to

Click on the link: https://shopthedogstore.com/collections/nbran-1 to see these
shirts and many other styles.

National Brittany Rescue & Adoption Network - Official NBRAN
merchandise including tees, sweatshirts, and more. Great gifts
for Britt lovers. Visit https://www.nbran.org/ for information on
NBRAN.
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NBRAN Officers
Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, whcanney@yahoo.com
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Gaye Bricker beaubritt2@aol.com
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacher yvonnem@geneseo.edu
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com

Social Media Team

Neca Hudgins neca227@gmail.com
Kim Perez marketing@nbran.org

NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Designer- Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

Georgene Norris georgenenbran@yahoo.com To Order
Lorraine Williams ladyhawke3099@me.com To Register

RescueGroups training or issues
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net

Support NBRAN while doing your online shopping.
When you #StartWithaSmile, Amazon donates 0.5% of
the purchase price to National Brittany Rescue and
Adoption Network, Inc..
It costs you nothing, please bookmark and share the link
below today and support us every time you shop!

http://smile.amazon.com/ch/06-1624968

What is NBRAN Canine Railroad?
NBRAN Canine Railroad (or CR) is the transportation
of rescued Brittanys from one place to another. In a
CR run, someone volunteers to drive a dog a certain
distance where they meet another person at a
prearranged place, and the second person continues
to drive, meeting another person if necessary, until
the dog reaches its new owner. It really does work!
And our babies get to their new homes without a
whole lot of expense. Sometimes airlines cannot fly
Brittanys because the weather is too hot or too cold.
Sometimes the adopting family cannot afford the
airline fees. Sometimes the Brittany shouldn't fly. For
these reasons, CR runs are part of the lifeblood of
canine rescue. Volunteer for NBRAN CR.
If you'd like to be available to make Brittany CR runs,
please contact us.

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and
want to report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a
confidential means of
doing so.

Do you want to share your pictures or story?
Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love
sharing your story and pictures about the
newest member of your family!

Intakes

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

2017

296

2017

227

Through May 31

206

Through May 31

190
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